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PROGRAM

Friday 3rd of May

1330        Departure Trondheim Central Station
1630        Check-in Vertshuset, Røros
1730-1930      ”Smorgasbord” in Apotekergården
2000-        Carin Smuts  (South Africa)

Saturday 4th of May 

0800-0900       Breakfast
0900-0930       Alexander Eriksson Furunes & Sudarshan V. Khadka Jr  
        (Norway / Philippines)
0945-1100       Kenneth Dalgren / Rodeo Arkitekter (Norway)
1115-1230       Gloria Cabral (Paraguay)
         Lunch (participants organize themselves)
1400-1515       Wendell Burnett (USA)
1530-1645       Zhang Ke / Standardarchitecture (China)
1930-        Celebration dinner in Sangerhuset

Sunday 5th of May

0800-1030       Breakfast and check-out
1030-1115       August Schmidt (Norway)
1130-1245       Malin Blomqvist & Sune Oslev / MASU planning 
          (Denmark/Finland)
1300-1345       Ingerid Helsing Almaas (Norway)
1400-        Departure

INFORMATION

Seminar locations (see map): 
All lectures are held in:
 - Sangerhuset (Fri/Sat)
 - Gropa (Røros Hotell) (Sun)

Seminar participation fee  NOK 2750,-
incl. smorgasbord and celebration dinner (excl. drinks)

Student seats
20 seats have been reserved for students at a participation fee of 
NOK 500,-. Because of a lack of space, student seats do not include 
smorgasbord on Friday and celebration dinner on Saturday. 

Accommodation at Røros
Accommodation is booked upon registration. NB! Accommodation is paid 
separately at check-out. Remember to pay for your accomodation!

Transport  
Bus from Trondheim Central Station
Departure 1330. Please note departure time! NOK 300,- return (t/r).
 
Payment
Trondhjems Arkitektforening  Account #: 1503.04.07471
boks 265 – 7411 Trondheim  
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WELCOME TO RØROS!
The 17th TAF International Celebration of Architecture

The Trondheim Chapter (TAF) of the National Association of Norwegian Architects has organised 
architectural celebrations at Røros since 1988. These celebrations, occurring every other year, 
have become important occasions to celebrate the common bonds between architects, wherever 
they work in the world. It’s a place for architects to congregate, discuss projects and buildings and 
celebrate the work of colleagues.

There were no high-flying ideas behind the initiative. There were no world problems to be solved 
and no one particular issue to be debated. We simply wanted to invite fellow practicing architects 
from around the world, primarily from areas we knew little about, to share ideas on built works. All 
architects struggle with similar challenges, although in different settings and often without due 
recognition.

Out of this came the idea of an event to celebrate the tribulations we go through to create buildings 
and enhance our environment as well as to share the exuberance felt when buildings come out 
“warm, dry and noble”, as the late Sam Mockbee once said.

In today´s world, international exchange between architects is easy, at times too easy. This is the 
reason we make an issue of architects meeting face to face. We meet in the town of Røros, one of 
Norway’s World Heritage Sites, and thus an extraordinary place for architects to be together. 
The invited architects are identified through word of mouth, ‘obscure’ publications, and/or regular 
architectural press. They are invited to present works that carry particular significance for them, while 
at the same time having social significance. Their projects should be architecturally innovative and 
challenging. And, in addition, they have to be nice people.
  
 
On behalf of the Røros Committee 2019:

 Trygve Ohren, Siri Rørholt, Neil Alperstein, Julie Nordhagen, 
 Leif Baardstu, Hans Skotte, Nadja Sahbegovic, Gro Rødne and Ingrid Grændsen.

photo: Helena Normark
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CARIN SMUTS (SOUTH AFRICA)

Carin smuts began her practice (CS Studio) in the 1980´s in South Africa, a period characterized 
by an intense conflict to rid the country of Apartheid. Her career path was strongly shaped by this 
context, and more specifically by a request (during her student years) from poor black domestic 
workers to help them build a training center for young people. “Architecture students were taught 
to design, think and work in a western way. For my part, I decided to listen to people.”

CS Studio developed a strong commitment to empowering people, specifically people who had 
been disempowered through Apartheid practices. This empowerment includes not only input 
from the end users, but also the teaching of skills, by including them in the building process. 
Her practice also makes a point of employing architects and architectural technologists from 
previously disadvantaged backgrounds and works almost exclusively on public buildings.

Carin further believes that architecture should embrace and learn from the richness in the diversity 
of local cultures and cultural practices, traditions and histories. This comes through strongly in 
buildings such as the Guga S´Thebe cultural centre. Understanding human and material resources 
and technology is important CS Studio, and their object is `sustainable design solutions where 
there is a balance between the economic, social and environmental aspects´. 

Her practice has won numerous international awards - amongst others, the global award for 
sustainable Architecture, 2008, the Design and health international academy award 2010 and the 
award of Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres in 2015. 
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ALEXANDER ERIKSSON FURUNES & SUDARSHAN V. KHADKA JR  (NORWAY / PHILIPPINES)

Alexander Eriksson Furunes studied at the AA School of Architecture, UK, before receiving his 
masters in architecture at NTNU, Norway. His practice (www.erikssonfurunes.com), of which he is co-
founder, has initiated and completed a series of collaborative projects with communities in UK, India, 
Philippines, Brazil, Vietnam and China. 

Between 2012-13 Alexander was a Visiting School Director for the Architectural Association before 
leading a master course for four NTNU students in the Philippines (2014). He is currently doing 
an Artistic PHD on participative planning, design and build processes at the Norwegian Artistic 
Research Programme (NTNU, 2016-19). 

Sudarshan V. Khadka Jr., with whom Alexander has been collaborating, is the principal of i.incite, 
architects. Formerly, he was an associate at Leandro V. Locsin Partners (LVLP) where he led numerous 
projects. He is currently working on the design and construction of a community center in Vietnam, 
five single-family residences, an office building, a rooftop bar, and a boutique Hotel in Silang. 

Sudarshan was a member of the curatorial team of the Philippine Pavilion, “Muhon: Traces of an 
Adolescent City” at the 2016 Venice Architecture Biennale. He is driven by the critical search for a 
modern vernacular and the exploration of the tectonic potential of construction.
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KENNETH DALGREN, RODEO ARKITEKTER (NORWAY)

Rodeo is an interdisciplinary architectural practice founded in 2007 that has established itself in 
the overlap between design, strategy, and research, with a portfolio of acclaimed national and 
international projects. Rodeo consists of architects, urbanists, and social scientists, in addition to 
a network of partners. They believe in an interdisciplinary collaborative approach to create more 
thorough and holistic solutions to design challenges.   

Rodeo is working with a social science-based approach to architecture and urbanism to better 
understand and harness the complex and interconnected processes that shape our cities, towns, 
and regions. For multidisciplinary work to be effective, a common understanding of the respective 
fields has to be developed over time. Where other practices procure external services to ensure a 
multidisciplinary approach in their projects, Rodeo has integrated multidisciplinary thinking into 
the firm to ensure enhanced communication, understanding, and knowledge production.

For Rodeo Arkitekter sustainability is not an option, and their view is that sustainability is best 
achieved through the planning, development, and organisation of city structures at a macro level. 
Even so, a green focus needs to be integrated holistically into every aspect of a project, all the 
way down to the details. As urban planners and designers we feel a responsibility to help ensure a 
sustainable future.



GLORIA CABRAL (PARAGUAY)

Gloria Cabral will present the work of Gabinete de Arquitectura, a small, but by now world famous, 
office in Asuncion, Paraguay, which she runs in partnership with Solano Benitez.  

Last year Cabral was awarded Architectural Review’s Woman Architect of the Year (This year another 
Røros-alumnae, Sheila O’Donnell, was given the same award). Some years earlier she won the Rolex 
Mentor and Protégé scholarship and worked in Peter Zumthor for a year. In 2016 they were the 
winners of The Golden Lion at the Venice Biennale for an extraordinary brick arch built in the main 
arena.  The Biennale’s jury praised the project for “harnessing simple materials, structural ingenuity 
and unskilled labor to bring architecture to underserved communities.” 

 This touches the essence of their approach. Their work is grounded in an overriding environmental 
and social concern. Their work is based on thinking about how the space will be used rather than 
conceiving their structures as objects d’art. It speaks of the virtues of handwork, patience, care, low 
cost, deep thought and ingeniousness, thus combining the aim of improving living conditions for 
the marginalized in their society with that of creating poetic surroundings. Extraordinary work.
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WENDELL BURNETTE (USA)

Wendell Burnette is a self-taught architect with an internationally recognized body of work. 
Based in Phoenix for over twenty years, the studio Wendell Burnette Architects is concerned 
with space, light, context, and community.  Wendell is a native of Nashville who `discovered´ the 
southwest desert as an apprentice at Frank Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin West complex. His eleven-year 
association with the studio of Will Bruder culminated in a six-year design collaboration on the 
Phoenix Central Library. 

Wendel was a Professor of Practice at Arizona State University for 15+ years and continues to 
teach and lecture widely in the United States and abroad. His projects include residences located 
locally and nationally, the Palo Verde Library / Maryvale Community Center and the much-
acclaimed Amangiri Resort in southern Utah, as well as current work in China, Canada, Israel, 
Saudi Arabia and the UAE. 

In 2009, Burnette received the Academy Award in Architecture from the American Academy 
of Arts and Letters in New York City, which recognizes American Architect whose work is 
characterized by a strong personal direction. His work was exhibition at the Academy in the 
same year. Most recently, his first full-length monograph Dialogues in Space by Oscar Riera 
Ojeda Publishers was released worldwide. His design philosophy is grounded in listening and 
distilling the essence of a project to create highly specific architecture that is at once functional 
and poetic.
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ZHANG KE - STANDARDARCHITECTURE (CHINA)

Beijing-based architect Zhang Ke was first educated at China’s leading school, Tsinghua University, 
and later graduated from Harvard’s GSD in 1998. He worked for three years in Boston and New York, 
before returning to China to open his practice in 2001. His studio is called ZAO/standardarchitecture, 
and in Chinese `zao` means `to build, to make, to put things together´. The firm has roughly 40 staff 
members, half of which are from China.

With a wide range of realized works over the past 17 years, the studio has emerged as one of the 
most critical and innovative protagonists among the new generation of Chinese architects. Recent 
works include the Novartis Campus Building in Shanghai, a number of Hutong transformation 
projects in the historic centre of Beijing, and various buildings embedded in the landscape of Tibet.

Ke is interested in reexamining traditional ways of building and the connection to the location and 
its roots – resulting in an architecture which is powerful, modern, innovative and inventive. 

Zhang Ke was awarded the 2016 Aga Khan Award for Architecture and the 2017 Alvar Aalto Medal. 
In 2016, he represented China at the Venice Biennale. He has had several solo exhibitions in Europe 
- including the Bielefeld Kunstverein in Germany, 2017, the Museum of Finnish Architecture in 
Helsinki, Finland, 2017, and most recently at the Maison Louis Carre in Paris, France, 2018. He has also 
taught in the elective Studios at Harvard GSD since 2016.
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AUGUST SCHMIDT (NORWAY)

Dipl. Ing. Architect August Schmidt established his private practice, Studio Sjellsand, in Trondheim 
in 2005. His company and workspace hosts upcoming architects and artists. 

After finishing engineering studies in Austria, he pursued architecture studies in Graz, Stuttgart 
and NTNU. He has worked in various architect firms in Austria, Germany, Canada and Norway, 
where he graduated and settled down in 1996. Working in offices like Szyszkowitz Kowalski ( Graz 
), Auer Weber ( Stuttgart ), Carmen Corneil ( Toronto ) allowed August to observe how architecture 
can be developed and what factors play an important role in the process. 

His early training in masonry and carpentry is evident in the craftsmanship and detailing in 
his projects.  The link between form, construction and materials is the basis of his teaching at 
NTNU, and in his internationally published projects. August specializes in small self-built housing 
which strives towards quality in every inch. His ambition to create good space for humans with 
solid constructions, to use good materials which reflect form, and to draw from inspiration from 
traditional craftsmanship, is important in his work.
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MALIN BLOMQVIST & SUNE OSLEV, MASU PLANNING (DENMARK/FINLAND)

MASU Planning was founded in 2007 by landscape architects Malin Blomqvist and Sune Oslev. 
In 2013, a subsidiary office was established in Helsinki and today the two offices form a versatile 
team with a bond reinforced by a shared passion for landscape architecture. With backgrounds in 
different Nordic cultures, the partners have each contributed with distinctive perceptions of city life, 
recreation and characteristics of material and detail to form the DNA of the office and the red line 
that runs through the projects. 

Each project comes with its own urban and cultural context. The most successful projects are the 
ones that answer to the needs of a space – projects that recognise the distinctive character and 
qualities of a space and manage to develop them. The context provides the backbone for the 
project, including ideas about materials as well as how to design the space to optimise the day-to-
day use of it. Our main aim is to create something that actually suits the space and community we’re 
designing for. We want that to be the focus and our defining factor, rather than a particular style or 
trend.

Importantly, the spaces that MASU Planning creates are there to last. The projects are allowed 
to develop over time. Working with the future in mind makes us think more about sustainable 
solutions, whether that’s in the materials we’re using or the way the space has to be taken care 
of. Our projects are, in these aspects, planned to be classic and long lasting, but to also include 
elements of surprise and playfulness.
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INGERID HELSING ALMAAS (NORWAY)

Ingerid Helsing Almaas was born in Oslo, Norway in 1965. After studying woodworking and 
philosophy in Oslo, she moved on to architecture studies in the United Kingdom, graduating from 
the Architectural Association School of Architecture in London in 1994. She has practised as an 
architect in London and in Oslo, and taught in the AA Diploma School with Pascal Schöning from 
1995 to 1999. 

Currently living in Oslo, she works as an architecture critic in various capacities in Norway 
and internationally. She has been editor-in-chief of Arkitektur N, The Norwegian Review of 
Architecture, from 2004 to 2017. Ingerid is now working at DOGA, Design and architecture 
Norway. 

Ingerid’s concern in architecture is rooted in practice. “Culture is not an academic pursuit; culture 
is the way we do things, and architecture is a field of action. Within the realm of architecture lies 
the possibility to grapple with - and perhaps meet - some of the major challenges facing the 
human community today. Arkitektur N continues to furnish practising architects with arguments 
for the ongoing debate about how we might build the future.”

For several years Ingrid has taken it upon herself to sum up the Røros Celebration. 



These have been our lecturers so far:

1988:   Vilen Kunnapu, Estonia; Lasse Vtera, 
Finland; Seppo Heinonen, Fredrik Prøsh, Evlyn 
Anderson and Lars Fredrik Nordland, Norway. 
1990:   Romi Khosla, India; Josè Forjas, 
Mosambique; Sigurdur Harason, Iseland; 
Thorsen & Dykers/ Snøhetta, Norway; Michael 
Lloyd, UK/ Norway; Ulrich Malicius, Torbjørn 
Eggen, Norway.
1992:   Rasem Badran, Jordan; Jury Brashkov, 
Russia; Raul Hestnes Ferreira, Portugal; Juvenal 
Baracco, Peru; Ulf Grønvold, Norway; J.O. Jensen, 
PC Brynildsen Norway; 
1994:   Ralph Erskine, Sweden; Jo Noero, South 
Africa; Kenneth Yeang, Malaysia; Amir Pasic, 
Bosnia Herzegovina; Kristin Jarmund, Norway; 
Heidi Bjøru, Norway.; Michael Lloyd, UK/Norway
1996:   Miguel Angel Roca, Argentina; Eko 
Prawato, Indonesia; Rodney Harber, South Africa; 
Carmen & Elin Corneil, Canada/ Norway; Einar 
Hagem, Lund Hagem, Norway. 
1998:   Farhad Ahmadi, Iran; Jan Søndergård, 
Denmark; Hans Venhuiszen, Netherlands; Ulla 
Vatrea, Finnland; Grov Haga, Sixten Rahllf, Harald 
Hille, Norway.
2000:   John Tuomey & Sheila O`Donnell, Ireland; 
Richardo Porro, Cuba/ France; Sanjay Mohe, 

India; Kari Järvinen, Finland; Ewa Kipka, Poland; 
Molne and Gertslauer, Norway; Ola Steen, 
Norway.
2002:   Daigu Ishii, Japan; Glenn Murcutt, 
Australia; Dorte Mandrup, Denmark; Simon 
Velez, Columbia; Nils Johan Mannsåker, Norway; 
Merethe Moum, Norway, Helge Solberg, 
Norway; Knut Einar Larsen, Norway.
2004:   Rifat Chardiji, Irak; Kengo Kuma, Japan, 
Smiljan Radic, Chile, Michael Lloyd, Spain/
Norway/UK; Geir Brendeland/Olav Kristoffersen, 
Norway, Steve Christer/Studio Granda, Iceland, 
Reinhard Kropf/Helen & Hard, Norway
2006:   Kate Otten, South Africa;  Rafael Iglesia, 
Argentina;  Lie & Øien, Norway,  Channa 
Daswatte, Sri Lanka,  Juha Laiviskä, Finland,  Elias 
Torres, Spain,  Sunniva Neuenkirchen Rosenberg, 
Norway,  Ingerid Helsing Almaas, Norway
2008:    Dick van Gameren, Nederland;  Pushak, 
Norway;  Open City, Chile;  Brian MacKay-Lyons, 
Canada;  Diébédo Francis Kéré, Burkina Faso;  
Eike Roswag, Germany;  Sami Rintala, Finland/ 
Norway;  Ingerid Helsing Almaas, Norway.
2010:    Point Supreme Architects, Greece;  
Steinsvik Arkitektkontor, Norway;  Rever og 
Drager Snikkarverksted, Norway; Tyin Tegnestue, 

Norway;  Adnan Harambasic, Norway;  Patama 
Roonrakwit, Thailand; Ingerid Helsing Almaas, 
Norway. 
2011:    Han Tümertekin, Turkey;  Marit Haugen/ 
Dan Zohar, Norway;  Pir II Arkitektkontor, 
Norway;  Torben Schønherr, Denmark;  Bijoy 
Jain, India;  Wang Shu, China; Bjørn Otto Braaten, 
Norway;  Ingerid Helsing Almaas, Norway.
2013:    Peter Stutchbury, Australia; Eriksen + 
Skajaa, Oslo; Senan Abdelqader, Jerusalem; 
Svein Skibnes, Norway; Marina Tabassum, 
Dhaka; Juhanni Pallasmaa, Helsinki; Peter 
Buchanan, England; Ingerid Helsing Almaas, 
Norway
2015:    Nina Haarsaker & Sevrin Gjerde, Norway; 
Andrew Freear/Rural Studio, USA; Line Ramstad, 
Norway; Anapuna Kundoo, India; Todd Saunders, 
Canada/Norway; Tyin Tegnestue, Norway; Billie 
Tsien & Tod Williams, USA, Jeronimo Hagerman, 
Mexico; Ingerid Helsing Almaas, Norway
2017:    Vardø Restored, Norway; Avanto 
Architects, Finland; Assemble Studio, UK; 
Fieldoffice Architects, Taiwan; Frida Escobedo, 
Mexico; Rahul Mehrota, India; Nathan Romero, 
Denmark; Lars Fasting, Norway; Ingerid Helsing 
Almaas, Norway
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ARRANGERES I  SAMARBEID MED NAL OG NTNU

Trondhjems
Arkitektforening



TAKK TIL ALLE ÅRETS BIDRAGSYTERE OG SAMARBEIDSPARTNERE:
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